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Abstract. This article represents an approach for CAD/CAM-based development of technological, constructional
documentation of a rotational pump regarding its assembling. An approach for computer-based designing and
assembling of the pump has been invented on the basis of pre-created 3D geometrical models of the compound details
and the assembled unit as well as on a basis of a virtual, technological analysis of the pump. A constructor can
demonstrate his/her skills and knowledge in the process of development of the compound details by using the already
generated, summary drawing of the pump. In order to provide full exchangeability of the main, compound details, an
analysis has been made as it concerns manufacturability of the dimensioning and assembling of the details on the basis
of computer-made simulations. All of the results that have been obtained are required for the purpose of Computer
Aided Manufacturing that is to be performed by the technologists. They are also useful for the purpose of training of
students and specialists that have to acquire knowledge and skills through the work with contemporary CAD/CAM
software products.
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a special software.
Animation-simulation, dynamic models become
more widely used throughout the designing process.
They present an opportunity for searching of
collisions between the compound details within the
assembled unit as well as an opportunity for
exploration of the functionality of the product. This
is particularly relevant throughout the process of
designing of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic and
electrical drives [7, 9].
Suitable methodologies, tutorials, means of
training and applicable software products must be
developed in order to create, synthesize and transfer
the developed method.
These works and products must be tested in
order to investigate their functional congruity and
effectiveness during their usage [10, 11].
The purpose of the present work is to develop
working drawings of the main, functional details of
a mechanical product by the use of a preliminarily
created 3D geometrical model, and to propose
technological versions for their accurate, mutual
treatment and automated assembling.
The object of our investigation is a rotor pump
as was done performed a virtual, technological
analysis of it which is shown on [7].
The main goals of the present investigation are
the following:
 development of a 2D assembly drawing of a
designed, mechanical product, i.e. a rotor pump;
 rationalization of a version of treatment of the
main, compound details: a cap, a body, a flange
and assembling of the pump.

1. Introduction
In order to create technical products and to
establish their development, one has to apply certain
methods of innovation [1, 2]. These methods must
be developed on the basis of the experience which
our universities from the EU zone have
accumulated [3]. This would yield an opportunity to
achieve mobility throughout the professional
training which is to be exchanged between the
countries of the EU and Bulgaria. At other hand, the
presented issue is related to improvement of the
quality of professional training which takes place in
the Universities [4, 5]. These predispositions
necessitate contemplation on the issue in question.
The establishment of a structure of a summarized
method for technical product development derives
from the experience in the field of 'Methodology of
construction' that has been gathered so far [5, 6].
Also, it should be stressed that the 3D geometrical
modeling of real objects becomes more increasingly
endorsed both in the industry and in the training
process of constructors, technologists and specialists
that work in the field of advertising [7, 8]. According
to these arguments, one could say that computer
laboratories and technological parks provide the
following opportunities:
- virtual construction of technical objects and
utilization of prototyping machines for the
purpose of prototype development of 3D
geometrical models of designing objects;
- 3D scanning and dimensional analysis of the final,
real model that is obtained;
- automated assembling of a mechanical product via
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pump. Figure 1 shows main and additional
images as well as written information which are
required for the purpose of composition of the
constructional document.

2. Geometrical modeling of mechanical
product
A graphical AutoCAD system and
catalogue materials have been used in order to
execute an assembly drawing of a wing, rotor

Figure 1. An assembly drawing of a rotor pump

and pins. These details are to be aligned on the basis
of the layout of their openings by the usage of the
two pins that are shown. One of the important
problems for enhancement the accuracy of assembly
of constituent parts in precise assembly units is the
selection of designing and technological section
bases. This means that the specified from the
constructor tolerance zones allows the technologist
to choose the most rational technological operations
and equipment for the production of the designed
product [7].
The pins will be attached to the body by the use
of a static assembly Ø4 Р8/h8. They will be
attached to the flange and to the cap by mobile
assemblies Ø4 H8/h8. Thus formulated problem can
be illustrated by created simplified assembly
drawing, which is given in Figure 3.
Provided the joints of assembling of the pump
have been specified according to Figure 1, it is
required that the option of assembling of the rotor
with the flange and the cap is to be analyzed in

3. Analysis of the technology of dimensioning
and assembling
The technological research of geometrical
shapes of details represents a basis for the process
of dimensioning. One of the most frequently used
methods of dimensioning is the method of
technological dimensioning that incorporates
definition of the dimensions by determination of
reference surface which also includes a certain
strategy of their mechanical treatment [10, 12]. The
technological process of mechanical treatment of
mutually connected surfaces from different details
of a designed product, that provide exact accuracy
of their assembling, can be performed via a precise
analysis of the equipment.
The most important issue refers to
determination of the basis of the details in order to
achieve the predicted characteristics of accuracy
within the created geometrical models [13]. Figure
2 represents geometrical models of four main
details from a rotor pump: a cap, a body, a flange
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order to realize the planned assemblies Ø13H6/h5.
In this respect, it is assumed that one should
investigate the deviation of coaxiality of the
openings for the bearing pins within the cap and the
flange. This is the presumed deviation that
accompanies the method of alignment of the details.
It should be less than the deviation of joints
Ø13 H6/h5.

In order to perform the dimensioning analysis,
one has to use simplified 3D-Solid models of the
rotor pump details that have been developed within
the confinement of a Solid Works environment. The
details which participate in the dimensioning
analysis (a body, a flange, a cap and a pin) have to
be dimensioned by the use of a Dim Expert module
by Solid Works as one has to utilize the capabilities
of automated dimensioning along with the
corresponding types of dimensional, geometrical
allowances (Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7).

Figure 2. Pictorial shaded exploded models for
assembling

Figure 4. Part „Body“

Figure 3. Tolerance dimensioning of the vane pump
Figure 5. Part “Cap“

Considering the top deviations of allowance
fields H6 and H5 (for size Ø13), it is ascertained
that the maximum coaxiality deviation of the
mentioned openings is equal to the maximum gap
within the joint, i.e. 0.019 mm.

Since the alignment of the cap to the body is
identical with the alignment of the flange to the
body, it is satisfactory to review only one of the two
instances.
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An analysis of allowance is to be performed by
the use of the Toll Analysis module by Solid Works.
The results which are obtained from the analysis
(concerning the assemblies given on Figure 1) show
that the maximum allowable deviation that is
obtained according to the method of full
exchangeability is of 0.090 mm, and, according to
the static method, it is of 0.064 mm (Table 1, no. 1).
This kind of deviation is too big and allows
considerable misalignment of one detail to another,
that is to say, the alignment of the body and the cap
is relatively inaccurate.

Figure 6. Part „Flange“

Figure 7. „Pin“

To that end, one has to compile a simplified
assembled unit which is to be made of the body and
the cap as they are to be centered one to another by
the use of the pins. One has to investigate the
distance between the central axis of the body and
the axis of the opening Ø13 H6 in the cap along the
layout of the pins as that distance has a zero
nominal value (Figure 8).

№

Part
Body

1

Cap
Axel pins
Body

2

Cap
Axel pins

Dimensions
[mm]
Ø4 P8
Ø64 ±0.01
Ø4 H8
Ø4 h8
Ø4 M7
Ø64 ±0.01
Ø4 G7
Ø4 h6

Figure 8. Simplified model of assembly unit
of vane pump

Table 1. Results of tolerance analysis
Min. & Max. worstGeometric tolerances
case conditions
(Figures 5, 6, 7, 8)
Xmin
Xmax,
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
Position Ø 0.01
Perpendicularity 0.01
– 0.045
0.045
Position Ø 0.01
none
Position Ø 0,01
Perpendicularity 0.01
– 0.035
0.035
Position Ø 0.01
none

In order to improve the precision of alignment
(according to recommendations [14], is picked the
following joints for assembling: for the body: a static
joint Ø4 M7/h6; for the cap (and for the flange): a
mobile joint Ø4 G7/h6. Thus, consequently, the

Root Sum Squared Min &
Max worst-case conditions
XRss min,
XRss max,
[mm]
[mm]
– 0.032

0.032

– 0.025

0.025

maximum allowable deviation of alignment along
the pins is reduced with 0.020 mm, according to the
method of full exchangeability, and, according to
the static method - with 0.014 mm (Table 1, no. 2)
precision assembling of vane pumps.
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The alignment of the flange to the body is to be
performed similarly.
This approach allows finding the most suitable
technological decision, high quality and precision
assembling of vane pumps.

4. Conclusion
The topology of geometrical modeling of the
rotor pump, the development of a set of constructive
documents and the exploration of technological
solutions are based on a preliminary, virtual
analysis of the mechanical product. All these
achievements are suitable for performance of
simulative, engineering analysis of the assembled
unit throughout the process of its designing and
assembling within the confinement of certain
conditions of manufacturing.
According to the assemblies that are planned in
the assembly drawing and according to the
geometrical allowances between the main details
that are centered by a pin joint, it was done an
analysis of the technology of dimensioning and
assembling of the rotor pump. An analysis of
allowance has been performed by the use of the
Tool Analysis module by Solid Works as this
analysis corresponds to the full exchangeability
method and to the static method. Consequently, are
obtained the most optimal deviations for alignment
of pins: 0.020 mm for the full exchangeability
method, and 0.014 mm for the static method. This
approach allows finding the most suitable
technological decision, high quality and precision
assembling of vane pumps.
The obtained results are required both by
constructors and by technologists as they could
serve for the purpose of Computer Aided
Manufacturing. They are useful for training of
students studying engineering subjects and for
specialists who work in that field as they improve
certain skills and knowledge in the usage of
contemporary CAD/CAM systems and in the
utilization of new IT technologies within the field of
mechanical engineering.
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